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Number of records in this query: 215
Total records in survey: 215
Percentage of total: 100.00%
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Field summary for AssociatedList

The following list may or may not represent associated conditions related to the "Morgellons" condition.  
Have you ever been examined or diagnosed for any of these following conditions?

Answer Count Percentage

Lyme disease (1) 32 15.31%  
Spirochete infection (2) 6 2.87%  
Borellia infection (3) 13 6.22%  
Babesia infection (4) 4 1.91%  
Erlichia infection (5) 1 0.48%  
Bartonella infection (6) 3 1.44%  
Anaplasma infection (7) 0 0.00%  
Delusional parasitosis or delusional infestation (8) 20 9.57%  
Bovine digital dermititis (9) 1 0.48%  
Agrobacterium infection (10) 0 0.00%  
Unexplained dermopathy (11) 21 10.05%  
Chlamydia (12) 22 10.53%  
Association and/or contact with external organisms, eg. insects, arthropods, etc. (13) 24 11.48%  
Chronic fatigue (14) 32 15.31%  
Fibromyalgia (15) 24 11.48%  
Autism (16) 1 0.48%  
Dyslexia (17) 4 1.91%  
Herpes (eg. shingles) (18) 29 13.88%  
Multiple Sclerosis (19) 1 0.48%  
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS / Lou Gehrig's Disease) (20) 2 0.96%  
Lupus (21) 8 3.83%  
Restless leg syndrome (22) 12 5.74%  
Gulf War syndrome (24) 0 0.00%  
Parkinson's Disease (25) 0 0.00%  
Any other clinical diagnosis or condition (describe below if checked) (23) 13 6.22%  
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Field summary for AssociatedList
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Field summary for OtherText

Please describe

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 13 100.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  

ID Response

110 ebv
154 hypersensitiveness to toxic and chemical materials
331 I had tuberculosis in my twenties.
528 dermatitus empitigo
633 Anemia
820 Depression, anxiety, and ptsd
867 Sarcoidosis Cowdens Syndrome
873 Rsd 
897 Rikketsiosis
932 Aspergers
964 bipolar
984 hernia and prolapse
1024 Hepatitis C 3A
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Field summary for MorgellonsControl

Would you consider yourself to be afflicted with what has been referred to as "Morgellons Disease"?

Answer Count Percentage

Yes (Y) 116 55.50%  
No (N) 76 36.36%  
No answer 17 8.13%  
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Field summary for MorgellonsControl

Would you consider yourself to be afflicted with what has been referred to as "Morgellons Disease"?
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Field summary for AssociatedStudies

Have you been involved in any formal studies of the "Morgellons" condition or any of the associated
conditions above?

Answer Count Percentage

Yes (Y) 3 1.44%  
No (N) 203 97.13%  
No answer 3 1.44%  
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Field summary for AssociatedStudies

Have you been involved in any formal studies of the "Morgellons" condition or any of the associated
conditions above?
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Field summary for StudyDetails

Please provide details

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 3 100.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  

ID Response

280 Was associated with Morgellons Research Group -- a wildly dysfunctional bunch -- for
several months, maybe a year.  They eventually kicked me out, but not before I started using
a microscope.  I bought a camera for it even, but have not yet tried to use it.

799 Yes, I have been diagnosed by one doctor who also diagnosed me with Lyme disease. Blood
tests prove Lyme. Microscope proved morgellons

901 formal? Read everything that's online
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Field summary for DiagnosesAgreement

Formal diagnosis results

Answer Count Percentage

Have you been diagnosed with any of the above conditions? (1) 49 23.44%  
Do you agree with any of the diagnoses? (2) 35 16.75%  
Do you disagree with any of the diagnoses? (3) 31 14.83%  
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Field summary for DiagnosesAgreement

Formal diagnosis results
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Field summary for DiagnosisText

Which ones were you diagnosed with?   Why or why not do you agree with each diagnosis?

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 77 36.84%  
No answer 132 63.16%  

ID Response

78 Chronic fatigue It's only my opinion I visit no doctor
92 Scabies - it was not scabies
99 A
109 Lymes , and co infections of bartonella, strep . very high mycoplasma pneumoniae levels
110 borrelia, multiple spirochetal infections, ebv, lyme
132 internal medecine and after a lyme doctor
138 I believe everyone who breathes the air and lives in the electromagnetic environment is

infected.  I believe we are being intentionally "changed" or "culled" or both.
140 I have Phibro myalgia, narcolepsy with idiopathic hypersomnia, osteoarthritis, allergies and

chronic sinusitis
144 I haven't been diagnosed with any of the above.  I tried talking to my doctors about the

possibility of parasites or something along that line.  It was not received well.
145 I believe our medical system is a joke,its fibromyalgia when they cant find out whats really

going on.
I was diagnosed with Delusional parasitosis last year put in a hospital. 

150 n/a
153 dermal scaring 

bladder infections
thickening uterus 

154 dont agree with Fibromyalgie as a fix diagnosis
Do agree with the other a.m. conditions whereby these were singulair labratory values, which
led only to named diagnoses.

183 Shingles - yes
Fibromyalgia - yes
Dermapathology No. DOP
Pet is also suffering with biting, itching, etc.

189 lyme disease and babesia - agree with (spirochete)
197 Unexplained dermopothy. 
198 delusional parasitosis - parasites never occurred to me through the 1st 12 years of open

sores. Now I have multiple signs of something in me that does not belong.
225 lyme and all of the others are, to the best of my knowledge, part of, or caused by lyme

disease.
229 I was tested for lymes, came back neg
243 None apply
280 "unexplained dermopathy" I took to mean a skin problem.  Well, actually, the misdiagnosis

was rosacea.  And the impetigo (infection with both staph and strep) diagnosis was a
blessing because it got me the mupirocin ointment that knocked back the bacteria that are
farmed by the dicty.

283 None
298 Never tested positive
300 I am not sure what I have

It is so strange with the two 'bite like' marks where the skin goes to the blood and always
surrounded by this white layer.
It comes from within. First the hard swelling underneath, then the itch to break the skin and
then the scab with noticeable irritation. Lasts about a month each eruption.

320 Lyme test I was told will always come back negative.  Wrong test always given....
339 Self diagnosis .....dyslexia. I exhibit all of the symptoms.

Restless leg syn came from prescribed use of statins to lower my cholesterol . I stopped using
and refused the medication.

345 would have to check blood tests....I asked to be treated for poisonous insect bite, some
markers were high, developed a bad case of RA (rheumatoid arthritis) after the bite, was very
sick for months, with itchy, biting sensations all over and black fibers coming out of the rash
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that did NOT want to go away!
353 HSV
368 Delusion of parasites- I disagree because they aren't delusional
388 Morgallons. But then they say it's stress
414  Diagnosed with herpes 34 yrs. ago. Examined for mites 4 yrs. ago, but think now it was

morgellons just starting.
440 I was diagnosed with Lyme  disease and the test show Borrelia Burgdorferi and
464 I have not had huge fibers coming out of lesions.  The fibers and fibrous cocoons used to be a

bigger problem. Think some of my treatment has beat it back somewhat but it hasn't been
cured in 15 years.

472 None, I had to demand expensive small quanity of elimite from the Dr.'s every time until I
started making my own!

475 Bartonella
Borrilia

478 undetermined
520 Fybromyalgia from what I have read on it sounds like what I have currently.
526 Herpes, Fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue
563 Treated for scabies 2 years ago  never has gone away no parasites ever dicumented
569 dop,i have morgellons,the fibers are in my eyes. i have microscope pictures of filaments

burrowing through my hair follicles,my ear canals are infested with filaments.Jan Smith has
many of my pictures.

603 Symptoms alike 
Morgellons

615 Have been told that she has morgellons in the sinuses by two different health practitioners but
not by a medical doctor.  Have seen that she has the frequency of morgellons in her.  I believe
that she does. 

622 I wasn't, the first doctor asked what has the government done now?  I was young and at an
early age I learned the gov doesn't care about us.  I'm pretty sure I fit the parameters for Lyme
just waiting for a good test to come forward.  Pretty sure I have one of the Mycoplasmas that
are giving folks difficulty as well.

623 dr mentioned in passing i had restless leg syndrome 
645 Unexplainted dermopathy: after my smallpox vaccine I developed a really painful terrible rash

on my forehead. Bumps developed & would get hot and oooze clear liquid.  

I do not have Morgellons today - was cured a month ago. (never diagnosed - my dr doesn't
believe in it)

683 No diagnosis. I saw several MDs and dermatologists when my symptoms were bad - very
painful, life-altering, awful. No one helped. I had to deal with it on my own with the sauna/diet
etc.

696 I think fibromyalgia is actually Morgellons. I am not afraid of parasites. I never once said that I
was afraid of parasites. I do not think I have parasites. The doctors are the ones who are
delusional and insane as they refuse to look at physical symptoms and take samples. 

699 I had one positive Lyme and two negative Lyme results ??
713 chlamydia

agreed but unsure of how it was contracted
722 I don't think i have any lyme symptoms but im certain i have a milder case of morgellons.
774 No doctors in Kansas seem to know anything about Morgellons and the labs always come

back negative because they don't know what they are looking for
786 I was diagnosed with scabies but the prescribed scabicide does not seem to have provided

relief despite repeated applications.
799 Lyme

Morgellons
Dop.....do not agree with dop

817 scabies and delusional both eventually stated as wrong and with growing evidence of a
micromyaisis

820 All but chlamydia
Herpes was tested
I have had a tough few years. The others make sense

836 delusional parasitosis. psychotic
840 Possible Lyme disease and chronic fatigue. Have had shingles in past. 
841 Western Blot Series confirmed Lymes and Epstein-Barr
865 In the mid 90s I was dealing with something like chronic fatigue. By my experience and

intuition I feel like this may have been some type of Epstein-Barr situation. There was never
any conclusive diagnosis, but one Doc asked me if I had had mono. That is where the pattern
recognition had ended up in that sequence of inquiry.
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885 Delusions of parasitosis 
892 in 2007, neurotic uticaria.  I was not neurotic, and don't know why my arms itched and

became scabby.
897 Rikketsia
901 parasitosis
915 I am wondering that I might have Morgellons. I document chemtrails in my backyard. I started

having severe itching about July 2015. Feels like fuzz comes over my body. Sometimes it
looks like flecks out of body. Maybe bugs. I am going to buy microscope. Doctors here would
think I'm crazy or say anxiety.

931 fibromyalgia not everything matches up
932 Scabies because the treatments never worked. I've had the problem for approximately 19

years and no doctors believe that.
945 A dermatologist told me I had delusional parasitosis.
961 I diagnosed myself with morgellons desease as I had open wounds for month
964 bipolar but not sure about morgellons
969 CFS, EBV, CMV, I believe I have Lymes. Hod one test, negative but have all the symptoms.

Most tests in U.S. not accurate. Mold and mersa in sinus's. Had a huge list of harmful
mycrobs in my jaw.

975 not sure about delusional parasitosis
986 The CFS was an umbrella for what was clearly some sort of mycoplasma I fection, although

blood tests didn't show anything because these bio weapons are undetectable. 
988 Lyme, I agree with, I disagree with bi-polar
994 Aspergers. Seems to fit.
1005 Herpes (positive): Agree

Lyme (negative): Not 100% sure
1014 I have been diagnosed with herpes. I also suspect Lyme or Borelia
1045 Lyme test was neg. Within past year
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Field summary for DiagnosisAffected

Has any diagnosis received affected your personal or professional life in any significant fashion?

Answer Count Percentage

Yes (Y) 53 25.36%  
No (N) 92 44.02%  
No answer 64 30.62%  
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Has any diagnosis received affected your personal or professional life in any significant fashion?
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Field summary for AffectedText

Please describe:

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 50 94.34%  
No answer 3 5.66%  

ID Response

92 Lost job due to 3 week absence for crusted scabies
99 Adrenal stress and heavy metal toxicity are main concerns. Awareness and research to help

keep this under control is most important to me.
109 I have high pitched ringing or tinitus , which is beyond debilitating . ICANNOT TOLERATE

WIFI OR CELL PHONES ON , AS IT MAKES MY TINNITUS WORSE AND THE MATERIAL
COMING OUT OF MY FACE WORSE , AS WELL AS MY COLORING TURNS GREY . i AM
A TARGETED INDIVIDUAL . BEING TORTURED BY SATELITE . i HAVE FREQUENCIES
IN THE 2.5 GH RANGE COMING OUT OF ME . i AM LIKE A HUMAN gps , being tracked all
of the time.I need to live in a faraday room for prote ction. This is nanotechnology  

110 unable to work normally for a while
132 i can t work a lot. too tired ans muscle pain if i am too much in action. i need rest. i can walk

but i cant do sport, too much muscle pain if i do it
140 On disability and cannot work. Sleep 10 to 12 hours a day and still tired. In constant pain.
145 I was put in a psych ward and I lost my daughter. 
153 I can no longer hold a job and have become a recluse
154 sudden unexplained dermopathies, fixed with for example suspect of lupus? which till now

hasnt turned out or hasnt been examined, becz patient refused. all the diagnoses lead to
uncomfortable instabile health issue. personal effort withouth pharmalogical treatment turned
out to be best treatment!!

155 I go nowhere I do nothing I am on leave from my job right now until this skin crap clears up 
help!

173 Skin
183 Husband has no symptoms, so dismisses my concerns.
189 pain almost every day - pressures get to me when already feel worn down.  
197 Hard to explain how it has changed everything , from my married life, to feeling looked at as a

basic nut job by the medical people, and feelings of insecurity in public. I do have supportive
family and friends who know what I have suffered and experienced and know that I am not at
all causing this to happen myself.

211 Unable to work 
225 the diagnosis has affected my personal life with numerous trips to the doctor and lots of

treatments.  the disease itself has affected my personal and professional life; i can no longer
work and that affects everything.

229 My doctor now, confirms I have Morgellons, it has effected me as I can not leave home, I
have a day of pills I make up with herbs, I have saunas daily, I make up distilled water, and
my own silver, I spend a lot of my time, cleaning my skin.

283 Lost my employment
298 Lossed 80%of my business 100% of friends .....am just getting better enough to do things on

my own again ....a 10 year illness fightin and clawing my way back ..have helped alot of
people on there way too ....

331 Since I turned 50 and menopause started, my health has been nothing but misery.
388 I don't feel like the dr.s believe all my symptoms and say I'm stressed...I am because I'm so

damn sick and itchy. Sores come back head aches. No pain medication
406 I retired early
440  I am bedridden most of the time I am extremely depressed I have no energy I feel as though I

am glued to the bed I need the temperature at 63° I can only sleep on my right side I am an
extremely severe pain I take large amounts of narcotics and I had a spinal stimulator installed
in an effort to reduce my spinal pain and all the pain that it radiates all over my body most of
which I've determined to be Morgellons and or Lyme.

442 psychosis diagnosis was ok, it helped in some ways at university getting extra allowance for
2nd 3rd year exams, but also caused problems, medication blocked certain learning
pathways in my brain.

475 Was a midwife until diagnosis of DOP prevented me re-registering for practice. 
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Had positive Igenex lyme test not really understood or recognised for me in UK
520 I am not able to work.
526 Could not exercise at all for over ten years because of the fibro. It got worse.

And my colon, stomach and proctitis ulcerosas has made me to go on permanent sick-leave.
This has also got me into a chronic fatique .

569 some family members believe i am delusional so i no longer speak of morgellons
603 No social life of confidence 
623 not sure but always wondered if the metoprolol causes any of this 
683 I work full-time as a professional (lawyer) but find that I am less efficient than usual. I have a

hard time finding time to do everything that needs to get done.
686 The dermatologist told me I needed to see a shrink 
696 Due to the medical profession's insistence upon calling Morgellons disease a mental illness I

have had my personal life destroyed. My family will not help me in any way shape or form.
They scream at me to stop posting things about Morgellons disease on Facebook. I think they
are embarrassed and ashamed of me. It has caused me to be lonely and sad. 

733 with open bad liesions and all this information for Doctors everyone of them called me crazy
799 Every way imaginable
885 I am a registered nurse. I can no longer work as one. My husband was less than sympathetic

until it affected him.
892 I lost 2 jobs partially related to the whole set of symptoms 
894 EVERY PART OF MY LIFE
897 Doctors have refused to treat me as well as hospitals.
915 Severe back pain.
931 had to give up work
932 People are afraid of catching my skin problems. Have a hard time getting hired anywhere

because of skin matter of fact still haven't got a job because of skin problems.
938 chronic fatigue…skin a mess
964 job social and the way body feels
969 I was almost a shut in and stayed to myself except friends and daughter would call to ck in. 
975 disabled from work for 4 years, stopped dating 
986 Extremely difficult for me to commit to plans as my health is severely compromised. I feel ill,

exhausted, and very angry when i push myself over my personal threshold. 
988 More like the lack of diagnosis. I spent 5 days in a psychiatric hospital and tried to commit

suicide 10 months later requiring extensive hand surgery. I am awaiting now on disability
determination. 

1001 result in no intimate life
1005 Herpes outbreaks have affected sexual activity.
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Field summary for NumberSimilar

Estimate the number of affected family, friends, or associates showing symptoms that are similar to what
you have..

Calculation Result

Count 130
Sum 3910.0000000000
Standard deviation 263.2
Average 30.08
Minimum 0.0000000000
1st quartile (Q1) 0
2nd quartile (Median) 1
3rd quartile (Q3) 4
Maximum 3000.0000000000

Null values are ignored in calculations
Q1 and Q3 calculated using minitab method
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Field summary for TextSimilar

If desired, please describe any special circumstances or conditions.

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 34 43.04%  
No answer 45 56.96%  

ID Response

109 see above
132 i test many people to rub the skin with a wet cotton and they have less fibres than me but they

have...
my boyfriend have some spot on forehead since i know him so i think he was contaminate
before. His health is ok, just spots and backpain but i hope it s just a mecanic problem

138 Everyone knows there is something wrong with the world, but they don't know what it is.  
145 I changed my diet & am being treated by a naturopathic dr which really seems to be helping 
150 n/a
154 Family members, friends often showing exact same symptoms, which often were diagnosed

Fibromyalgie or Lyme disease. No medical treatment could help them. They were lead to
destructive surgery operations etc. becz they often do not have the medical background- thus
being helplessly delivered to the hospitals and doctors...

155 I notice my brother and 2 of my sons appear to have this crap too
198 First time skin broke out, neighbors had same problem diagnosed as poison ivy; both said

w/confidence that it was not. both had two rounds of antibiotics before clearing started. Have
not stayed in touch. New neighbor developed non-healing sore within year of moving in

200 I had a fiancee who showed symptoms as well as a friend - both male. They now do not have
symptoms, even though I still do.

229 I have checked a lot of my friends skin, they all have this condition in some form or another. 
261 I examined the hair brush of both my daughters and mother and have found the blue fibers

present. 
298 My seizue issue helped me deal with the isolation 
320 My family seems to have contracted Morgellons while all living in an El Mirage, Arizona

house.  Sister, nephews, son, granchildren
353 memory loss

fatigue
loosing train of thoughts

356 No formal diagnosis of me or my friends.
My son acquired epilepsy at age 10-- he is now 28 and must take anti convulsants. 

360 Sister, she does not acknowledge it
406 Onset 2006  after being bite by  multiple fleas. Extreme attraction and reaction to fleas and

skin  mites since. comditon minimized over  5 years
464 They've all experienced the black specks, the moles or freckles, oozing/itchy acne that won't

go away.  None of us talk about it anymore to each other.
472 My Neighbors in Fl were super-carriers. You could get infected by just touching their door

knobs, computer mice or even worse, sitting in their cars or on their furniture! Plastic bags on
my bucket seats had to be thrown away and replaced after their every ride!

564 one (female, 55)  is being intensley treated for Lymes, the other, (her daughter, 36) has
chronic migraines, body immune issues, showing signs of epilepsy, weight gain, and more.
The mother wants the daughter tested for Babesia

622 Until I was poisoned i was a perfect example of living with Morgellons and enjoying life.  I
know it can be done.  Being poisoned has left me very untrusting as well as tired a lot and he
got the money all of it after a 22 year marriage.  He was suffering the throes of Morgellons
and doing lots of evil things to me.  I just kept attempting to look at it clinically so I could
handle it.

668 genetic. automsomal recessive gene
696 I think one person has this illness, but they are in denial. 
733 I believe my oldest son has it I have seen resembling things on his skin but he or I have the

nerve to bring it up 
806 sores and pussy looking horrible on his arms skin discolored and i see things he dont care he

just lets it go
829 on face
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833 Just the blue, black, red and sometimes white fibers in my skin
841 My husband who is a View Nam Veteran has shown symptoms of Agent Orange Poisoning-

Lab Tests confirmed Epstein Barr
Also shows sames symptoms of Lymes that I have

885 My husband and myself are the only two people that I have met with this. We were living in
California's Central Valley when this happened.

892 We both felt an energy weapon on April 19, 20 , 2015.  Could not verify anything except that
the apartment had dirty electricity and we moved, but still have problems.

937 Son-folliculitis
Sister- blood symptoms associated with autoimmune deficiency. Also major back and spinal
problems
Work associate- major eye infection problems, repirtatory problems and neck problems

961 my son has manny simptoms of morgellons desease
975 former husband died 7 yrs ago with  advanced symptoms
988 Almost everyone I know has Lyme and most don't know it nor will admit to it.(reason for the

3000)
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Field summary for TimeOfDay

Are any of your symptoms more severe at any time of the day?

Answer Count Percentage

Yes (Y) 95 45.45%  
No (N) 68 32.54%  
No answer 46 22.01%  
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Field summary for TimeOfDay

Are any of your symptoms more severe at any time of the day?
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Field summary for DayChoice

Which time of day are your symptoms more severe?

Answer Count Percentage

morning (A1) 18 18.95%  
afternoon (A2) 12 12.63%  
evening (A3) 20 21.05%  
night (A4) 44 46.32%  
No answer 1 1.05%  
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Field summary for DayChoice

Which time of day are your symptoms more severe?
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Field summary for TimeDetails

Please describe:

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 74 77.89%  
No answer 21 22.11%  

ID Response

78 After meals
86 Completely wasted by mid afternoon, no enthusiasm for doing sports after work, just want to

come home and go to bed, at weekends feel wrecked and have less energy to do things,
everything takes more effort now.

99 I know there's something in the air and most of us affected by the metals in the air, water,
foods. Mortgellons, I believe we all have.

100 Radating pain like an electric shot, if I do not take clorella. 
110 11pm - 2am rashes
120 heavy mucous late evening and overnight.
140 My pain usually improves at night.
145 Lightheadedness and bladder pain
150 from early on in the morning (3 o'clock) to when people are first rising for work (6-8 o'clock)

and then it dies down
151 Skin itching and crawling happens more at night
153 seems to be worse at night maybe because I notice it more
154 It takes abt 3 - 4 hours till my computer is on, till body functions are on.
155 The itching crawling gets so bad every afternoon around 2 to 3 pm and then again in the

evening - it's pretty much going on all the time but those are usually the worst times
183 About 6 p.m.  stinging begins.  Dog claws at carpet as if he were digging .
189 late afternoon - tend to get low grade fever then and fatigue/ headache
198 afternoon / early evening, skin that had been fairly 'quiet' goes maddeningly irritated - stinging

like a bad sunburn soon-to-be blistering sunburn, and sudden short biting sensations.
Inflamed and red. Have get into cool indoors and wash/soak sink til tame again.

200 The crawling, stinging seems to become more pronounced around night time and sometimes
begins early in the evening (near full moon cycles). I have slightly less crawling and stinging
during the day time. Some days now, I can go 1 full day time without crawling or stinging
symptoms. I do not see the pattern for the itchy pimple bites, they seem to still come
randomly. 

211 mornings are difficult to move & wake up
225 my symptoms come and go. if i have any of my symptoms they all come.  there is no rhyme or

reason as to when they come and go.  i do seem to be able to identify triggers as to what
sometimes causes them to come and go.  positive social interactions can be a positive
trigger. problem solving even in its simplest form can be a negative trigger.

229 The fibers move more at night. Especially on the head.
298 All the symptoms were bad at night Maddening itching at night ..some timesno sleep
356 My stomach hurts at night, can't sleep well at times. 

I feel better when I eat, do fasting and very light diets,and do yoga and meditate. 
I get frequent"stomach virus"

360 that's wen itching or spiderweb on face happens
388 Legs drive me nuts at nite
396 When I am on my computer I notice itching.    I did consider it to be electromagnetic radiation

sensitivity.  I now use WI-FI sparingly, removed all cordless phones, do not use a cell phone,
and although skin has improved significantly, it still comes and goes and I am terribly scared
for life.

406 Sundown
414   sensation of bugs crawling, more in evening, but not always. Sometimes it happens any

time.
419 The skin "crust-into-plaque" cycle accelerates in the late night/ early AM.
440  One of the most severe times occurs at 4 AM every morning when I wake up with very

severe neuropathic pain starting in my left shoulder blade and I can't describe how it makes
me feel other than to say it makes me feel like I have anxiety coming from the area that it's
occurring but in all actuality it's pain 
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464 Movement and itchiness seems to increase at night.  I wake up with black specks all over my
face even though I bathe before bed.  Showers exacerbate the problems, and long soaking
baths in vinegar/epsom salts/borax help a lot.  Get lots of black specks, white wormy things
and other weird shaped things out of my body and into the water.

472 Crawling sensations from the Colembolla not as bad now in Mi as Fl! The second I feel an
arthropod crawl anywhere on me at night, I douse with my pyrethrin lotion!

475 pain in legs and feet upon waking, making it difficult to get going. Skin crawling worse in the
evenings.

485 worse @ night & during summer months.
526 In the evening and night when I am tired it got worsened.  
535 heaviness
569 eyes are covered with webs and energy level is none existent
594 Skin starts iching.
603 Itch and crystal like

More than 7 months
Treated scabies fungus bacteria etc

622 leg cramps and yes I am using magnesium have heard there is some better stuff out there so
will let you know.

633 Itching ,anxiety
645 I do not have it now - but they were worse at night.
667 My hands and feet burn throughout the night 
683 When my symptoms were bad, they seemed to be worse in the evening
699 Always 2-4am
716 hard to get out of bed due to pain,
722 At the evening i have less things to ocupy myself and therefore i think about my symptoms

more.
758 No energy or desire to start the day, feel like wasting time 
764 More mucus movement about face
767 Hand numbness and tingling 
774 Lots of itching and crawling sensations
784 very stiff in the morning
786 About 4 months ago I had a severe bout of itching that woke me from a sound sleep and a

couple months after that noticed sporadic appearance of lesions on upper arms, breast, lower
abdomen, lower leg/foot, and buttocks. Feared possible shingles and sought treatment from
PCP (physicians' assistant actually) who diagnosed as scabies and prescribed Premethrin
5% cream. Applied periodically since but haven't seen any relief of symptoms. Hubby never
showed similar symptoms.

Then noticed tiny black specks within the lesions and every once in a while there would be
new pinprick scabs (sometimes a line of them) that would appear somewhere else that would
eventually contain the black specks. The lesions are painful and the pain is felt deeper than
just on the surface of the skin.

I will occasionally have itching beneath the skin that seems to be either in the muscle or the
bone -- I can't get to it!

Around this same time I noticed that my fingers were swollen, stiff and numb/painful when
waking up in the morning and often both hands would be completely numb except for a
burning type of pain. This eventually subsides, but the numbness/stiffness comes and goes
throughout the day.

I've looked at the black specks under a microscope (after pulling from the skin with tweezers)
and they appear to look like tiny pieces of some sort of spongey/packing foam type of
substance. I thought they might have been tiny pieces of whatever garment I was wearing,
but not sure how they would get under the skin to begin with.

A Google search of "tiny black specks on the skin" led to Morgellon's and a separate search
of "Morgellon's vs scabies" has me convinced I may be dealing with Morgellon's.

788 I have a hard time sleeping. My legs are always uncomfortable
806 i wake up sore i cant fuction  i feal the urge to pick  i cant help trying to eazy the pain i feel like

my nose is going to flaten it is worse in this area i itch so bad i just see my live flashing at me
it scares me i cry to the people i love for help but no one will believe me

807 Leg pain, cramps and muscle soreness
865 I am taking note that the Lunar and the Mercury retrograde cycle in particular seem to have a

correlation in the negative sense.
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885 The frequency of "stinging" sensations and skin lesions increase after sunset.
892 buzzing and tinnitus at night, also sweats
899 The feeling that something is crawling all over me and in my mouth and that I am being poked

with a needle keeps me awake at night.  Muscle pain is a progression of this.  This used to be
only at night but now it is also during the day.  

901 more movement on skin and scalp
915 Sometimes around 3 or 5:00 pm
919 lesions crust and material migrates.  Scabs crack or irritate as material migrates.  sometime

pressure from  the lesions is intensified by  movement, clothing restrictions and weather. 
there seems to be a cycle and a seasonal cycle.

931 wake up in pain and severely fatigued
932 Itching can be intense at night and effects sleep.
945 Noticed sensations are worse when its dark and warm
961 when I  travel to Spain, Netherlands, Slovenia I could eventually have burning loung

sensation in tit is all day,but more in the evening
964 when it rains my skin will burn or these sores will come on skin like holes with no scabs or

blood weird
982 Night time lesions tingle 
984 accelerated heart, itching, lint and feel itchy nose and ears
986 Varies throughout the day, but when I'm laying g in bed at night there are no distractions and

perhaps I'm just more aware. 
1024 My head itches more at night
1045 Anxiety seems to increase almost every evening. Have to take 0.5 mg Klonopin with relief.

The anxiety is r/t morgs sxs.
1048 coughing
1069 I have problems sleeping due to nasal irritation. Tingly sensations manifest mostly at night in

my nose and ear,  I feel micro-particulate objects flying into my nose which induces sneezing,
coughing, watery eyes, drainage...
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Field summary for AssociatedFree

Please provide any additional information you wish regarding "Morgellons" or associated conditions.

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 72 34.45%  
No answer 137 65.55%  

ID Response

100 I am positive Carnicorn Institute will find a solution for this. 
I know that following an alkalizing diet and detoxing my body will help to control the
symptoms, but it is not the solution.

109 if I vibrate my hate , it decreases the tinnitus without this , it is unbearable and I am non
functional .Inneed to constantly ground myself and vibrate my head

138 Diet made a huge difference in my case.  It's not enough.  The manipulation of humanity is not
hidden...it's subtle to perceive until you DO see it, then it's obvious. I know how this sounds.

140 I don't know anything about it so any information is fine
144 Everyone I live with, work with or associate with frequently, have been infected.  I am a host. 

The number above is just a number.  I'm sure it can be multiplied by thousands. I have
worked in numerous large companies.  I see the devastation all around me.  I make people
sick.  Some die.  It is more horror than anyone should have to live with.  

150 Everyone is infected and affected.
154 I don´t have much knowledge on Morgellons, let alone have only slight idea, what it might be

concerned. 
155 i have been using demodacious earth the past 3 weeks - internally about 1 tbsp per day and

also applying a dry rub to the parts of my body where it starts to itch and it has been helping
tremendoulsy - after doing this questionnaire - i am exhausted` - my neck hands back are in
so much pain right now - help!

162 This problem started with what seemed like a patch of acne on my face about 3-4 years ago.
It spread to my shoulders, arms and chest area. I have also had it on my back, stomach and
legs

183 No open sores or visible fibers protruding from my skin yet. Just discoloration, bites, and
small scabs, discoloration in veins and nodules under skin.

189 Wondering about the scabs that needs to be pulled off to heal - very strong - like glue.  
198 There was recently rather large extrusions from a small sore on my breast. Scary. went to ER.

told it was blood clot. Blood from sores is thick like mucus, except when sores is in very early
stage blood runs thin, fast and long.

200 I also have noticed a lot more brown and red spots increasing on my body. I am not sure what
these are due to. It may be a Lyme's coinfection.. 

I hope your foundation is able to glean the information it needs to come to some kind of
cause/effect and cessation of this terrible pathogen! 

If so, please do not "sell" the cure. Please just help the many people suffering.. Thank you
kindly. 

216 I know only what I've read here and by Dr. Mercola's site and NaturalNews.com Mike Adams.
It is a sneaky disease that creeps up on one.

229 Morgellons is the main cause of all of my illnesses, I understand it is in every cell of my body. I
have to work at keeping it under control.

280 It was the Morgellons Research Group, specifically Larry, who said to look into Dictyostelium
Discoideum.  Has Clifford looked into this?

296 Scabs on head
Things moving on top of head
Sometimes body

298 Was a few things I researched MRI contrast dye a disease NSF ..gadolinium poisioning
....and a toxic effect from a nanotoxin used in a Bio-pesticide langinex used throughout the
farming and m i squito world .....they used pythiosis a Oomycete in gmo form of gentic form
....we sent samples to PAV lab but was not positive ..??? A mystery 

327 Hard chuncks that came out when I broke abscess in my gums always looked the same if I
looked at them with a magnifying glass

345 I read through your site and immediately started the protocols with extra Vitamin C, N acetyl
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cysteine, L-glutamine, etc.....also took nano silver and ASEA, and did a thorough detox; used
clay packs on the rash and it eventually died down and I "recovered"...

347 my symptoms come and go, although it seems to be getting better since i ve been putting
organic olive oil on my skin after showers.  extended exposures to sunlight seems to irritate it.

368 I believe they are effected by energy.. RF and EMF causes rapid growth and a past personal
experiment has shown that they can be made to slow down and go dormant by raising chi
and expansion of personal energy field through meditation and/or diet.

396 I also notice if I am out gardening, sunny or cloudy, that if I sweat, arms become very prickly
and itchy.    I know I need to get inside and wash them.

I am now trying Benadryl CREAM twice a day to help curtail the scratching.
I've also rubbed colloidal silver all over the problem areas with minimal results.

406 Condition is worsened by caffeine, smoking, and lack of sleep.
414  Now have shiny strange looking hair on head, face and in eye lashes, hair seems to try to get

into my eyes when pulled out anywhere on my face.
440 Please please please somebody find a cure or some treatment that will help I often feel like I

don't know how much longer I can last
464 I used to be strongly led by God to do various projects for society.  My connection to God

seems to be severed, like he no longer hears me.  I've had to really apply myself to regain
some of that connection.

475 certain foods make skin worse, especially bread and grains or sweet things.
526 I have discovered that many of my symptoms could be Morgellons. This crawling sensation

on my skin is very difficult to ignore. It feels like something is crawling on my skin and on the
small hair on my body and face. I don´t know what to do. I have tried baking soda and soft
soap.

535 I've heard about it
 and support the research

563 Was itchy at first more at night now just a few select areas that remain active at any one time
Upper back. Wrist anterior thighs knee 

564 my symptoms are the weird healing of skin abrasions.. my colleague and her mother's
symptoms are far more intense. 

569 feel terribly ill,v-c,glutathion and nac helps a lot but cost is prohibitive. fear might be losing my
mind,suicide is frequently in my thoughts

594 The scales appear thick and weave webs.  Pulled out a hair from one pimple and at the end
of the hair was a long, fuzzy cotton-like strand of who knows what.

608 I wonder if that thing in my eye is related to morgellons.
622 Think there are many boards with different names but all speak to Morgellons like symptoms.

I have 3 what look like fibers on the inside of my leg by the knee.  

Originally, I had blue fibers every morning under my nails packed so tight they were painful as
were the wood splinters that weren't (fungal?)

My body is tired, I keep pushing forward but worked hard when married so I would be able to
rest, that never came.

633 Seems to be some external surrounding environmental components that include clothing 
645 When I had Morgellons, I would be bed-ridden the day after vacuuming the house.  everytime
683 Curiously, my very bad skin symptoms (painful, itchy boils and sores from head to toe, with

debris that exuded from them) coincided with highly unusual weather in Milan. It rained or
was cloudy for virtually 12 months straight(Oct 2013 - Oct 2014), which everyone agreed
(neighbors, friends, etc.) was an extremely odd pattern .I would find bits and specks on my
balconies and in house dust that under the microscope resembled the debris that exuded
from my irritated skin (blue, red, white and black filaments and sometimes blue/pink
hexagons). The weather is back to normal now - sunny and lovely, but warmer than usual. I
feel much better now but remain keenly aware of this horrible risk that we are all exposed to
and want to find answers. I suffered tremendously for many months and my business was
also impacted (e.g. I couldn't leave my house to meet with clients), not to mention the pain
and suffering and terrifying thoughts that I might be  contagious and/or that I might never
recover or live a normal life - all without ANY interest or help whatsoever on the part of
numerous doctors, who took my $$$ in advance and then sent me on my way. It sure makes
me wonder why in the world I am paying taxes/insurance for healthcare!!!!

689 i have seen visually with my microscope what is coming out of my body. I have no doubts as
to what is happening but not sure of what I am changing into based on their transhumanism
agenda

696 The symptoms come and go during the day, week, monthly and annually. No rhyme or reason
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seems to me to when. 
699 I believe and have images videos of what comes from my lesions to be of the Rotifera class

and that they have gene transfer capabilities and can mutate to whatever they have came in
contact prior to infesting humans and anyone with poor autoimmunity are susceptible to these
also believe stimulants and sleep deprivation seem to stimulate there life cycle 

716 I had it all over my hands, I sliced the lesions open with a razor blade. with tweezers i chased
the moving stuff around slowly pulling it out then soaked my hands in epsom salts and lots of
seed thing were ejected. I did this for 2years and finally I got them all. I think.  My hands are
horrifically scarred from it. but I didn't care I had to those buggers out of me.

722 I think i contacted the disease in the summer when an unidentified fly bit me in the head area.
733 they stay servere
774 What are the small squares with the red dots in them that itch so much and why do I have the

same squares in my stools which are clear squares with black dots and they will connect with
each other?  I need all the information and help I can get on Morgellons.  

788 I know I have morgellons. I can get a tweezers and show you which are the fibers and which
are just hairs. No problem!

806 help
817 ,strange 'wasp like' electron micrographs taken 4 years ago .... new/reinfestation current,

appearing and disappearing nodules, some take ages to disappear others come and go
within hours, sometimes appear in rings, sometimes bifocal, sometime exactly bilateral, black
grains, white ovoid shapes from skin, searing intermentent rash with scaly drying
subsequently, at beginning massive peeling of skin, responds slowly to tar/creosote, laundry
blue, capsicin, ivermectin, lavedar and cajaput oils, orange rind/sulphur like soap began after
flea bites which resolved and then a trail of fine lesions appeared at nape of neck, scalp, natal
cleft and lesions behind pinna HIGHLY resistent/recurrent, severe intermittent pruritus and
crawling.  wriggling in skin. allergic skin lesions sometimes concurrent, personal life
completely deranged with laundry etc everyday, avoidance of upholstery especially old
upholstery which seems to make it worse,  2 dermatologists say not scabies.  mild skin
discolouration in some areas (where long standing), can feel crawling in ear canals when at
height of or just before outbreaks

827 Symptoms most severe when sitting at the computer for hours, and when I go to bed at night.
829 No healing is taking place 
836 Last signs were a year ago.  Hoping it's in remmission?  I can't go through this again.
840 Worse at night or when moving around too much. I'm 
841 Both of our symptoms are worse in the mornings-WE CAN BARELY MOVE and are in

CONSTANT PAIN, especially in the back and neck-I'm down to a few foods, organic coffee
to keep going and water -His legs and or arms swell (Comes and Goes) He said it hurts to
just touch any area of his body.

865 I would like to help myself and others arrive at a final workable solution that may involve
knowledge gotten from a very different level of reality to assist us on this one.

885 It's getting harder to battle a disease that is not recognized.
899 I bought a microscope on craigs list for $25.  It has 645X magnification.  I have seen worm-

like things that are mostly white but also blue and red colored.  I also see small flower-like
things that are almost invisible except for a small dot that no one can identify.  

901 nightmare exascerbated by the incompetent and fearful medical profession.......once laughed
at and told I did it to myself...

919 it hurts, it deforms, it destroys and it totally sucks the big one!!
921 Morgellons red wine spit test resulted in stringy fibrous material.  Never had any skin

conditions until my 30s.
932 Petroleum jelly seems to relieve intense itching right away. Whenever I use petroleum jelly

very tiny black threads come out of area that was itchy. Effected areas are legs, arms, back
and between the webbing of fingers. Worse spot is on back. Deep under skin blisters will
sometimes appear which is very hard to see.
I heard of Morgellons before but dismissed it as a psychological problem before. I only started
recognizing it as an issue when I started using petroleum jelly on itchy spots and had lots of
little black threads come out. (Just this past year.) I don't care if this is only actually a problem
with clothing fiber I just want it to stop itching and ruining my life.

937 I want to say that at one time two years ago I was bitten by wasps. There was a spot on my
hand that was opened and would not heal. I noticed that it had white fibers coming out of it
which I thought was very strange. I thought it was related to the wasp bite. I pulled out the
fibers which resembled cotton fibers and ran peroxide over it..covered that with caster oil and
bandaid. It healed in a week and has not recurred.

938 my pets are dying and sick too
945 Please help
969 I think I've covered it. Like I mentioned, once I got my mouth cleaned up, Morgellons got
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better. It's not completely gone though.
984 I think that vinegar kills them and vick vaporub do not like them, when i use both of them, I

feel relief
986 My anxiety is triggered by the fact that my husband is unable to support me due to his

cognitive dissonance, even though I work to keep my vibration high, and commited to my
health. This can be exhausting though. Wondering what's going to happen to my body? Is it
turning into spaghetti? Harald Kautz Vella says an alkaline body and vibration of love is the
protocol. 

988 It's been like living in a nightmare. I get the sensation that tiny little ticks are crawling out of
me.

1002 Micro red dots on arms looks like petechie
1005 Itchiness of back has been severe and persistent for many years.
1045 Started noticing open sores 04/2014, sores did not heal normally & felt odd. Began to exhibit

OCD bx r/t skin. Began examining objects under a loupe magnifier,  black specks noted,
collected them for a while in a bag & they looked exactly like small seeds & later they began
to look like larvae. Morphing continued to present time. Skin lesions seemed to heal summer
2015. At that time I had no access to a cell phone or TV for 3 weeks. As soon as I regained
access to call phone & TV the lesions returned with vengeance. EMF's possible
link?Presently have multi lesions at times, worm looking things extracted & saved in container
with water. Have seen particulate under loupe which a actually pulled a black fiber into its
body. This object looked like a granule. Do not have this object now and don't have loupe or
microscope now. Have seen a tiny fiber attached to the parasite looking things from skin that
don't appear to be textile

1069 I have not seen my best friends in almost a year now due to my unexplainable 'condition'. My
family has singled me out as mentally unstable, I have had no one else to turn to.
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